ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE VIRUS

connect:cloud Contact Tracing

Health and safety are of paramount importance in times of COVID-19. Linde connect Contact Tracing records your employees’ contacts and provides support in compliance with applicable distancing rules. Information on the duration and frequency of contacts makes it possible to quickly identify sources of risk and chains of infection.

THE CONTACT TRACING PACKAGE IN OPERATION

**Maintaining distance:** Portable devices use configurable light signals, warning tones or vibrations to indicate when the recommended minimum distance to other people is not maintained. This enables your employees to concentrate fully on their duties.

**Identifying contacts:** The KPI Dashboard records your employees’ contact behaviour using anonymized data. You receive an overview of the duration and frequency of all contacts and can optimize safety behaviour with appropriate training and courses.

**Preventing hotspots:** The Contact Matrix offers your company doctors detailed insights into contact times. This enables them to detect corporate areas with high risk potential and identify the employees who need to receive targeted training.

**Detecting infection chains:** The Infection Chain Report provides an overview of all relevant contact persons in the event of a COVID-19 outbreak. The individuals concerned can be swiftly informed and placed under quarantine to maintain normal business operations.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANTAGES

— Simple compliance with distancing rules
— Smooth integration into daily work routine
— Precise identification of at-risk company areas
— Targeted safety training for employees

— Reliable contact tracing of affected individuals
— Short response times in the event of an infection
— Minimal impact on business operations
— Strict protection of personal data